
The relationship between Hobbes and scepticism was, right from the beginning, the subject of controversy: while the philosopher was still alive, Mersenne felt obliged to warn Sorbière against the illusion of finding “his” epoché and “Scepticae naeniae” in De cive, whereas from that book he could have learned “dognaticam firmissimis innixam fulcis”.¹ The discussion

surrounding a possible influence of sceptical themes on Hobbes’ philosophy must naturally begin from his considerations of the fallacies of the senses, developed in the first few chapters of *Elements*. This problem is all the more important in Hobbes’ system since, without being an empiricist in the true sense, Hobbes took as his own two presuppositions, destined to emphasize the place of sensation in the construction of the system: on one hand he attributed to sense the role of the initial and indispensable stage of knowledge;\(^2\) on the other hand he believed that all subsequent phases of psychological life, from imagination to memory, from mental discourse to “conception” as such, derived from the prolongation or from the transformation of perceptions.\(^3\)

“Conception” is defined by a rigorous equivalence with sensible representation, it too being an “image” as is clarified in *Elements* in the passage in which, introducing an early formulation of the annihilatory hypothesis, all knowledge is reduced to representations of an imaginative character. The classical passage is Chapter II, in which Hobbes, putting “sense” and “conceptions” on the same plane, relates knowledge to “images or conceptions of the things without us”,\(^4\) likewise formulating a definition of the products of “power... cognitive, or imaginative or conceptive”\(^5\) that insists on his “imaginative” character. “Sense” and “conceptions” have in common the fact that through “images” they “represent” “qualities of things”, and not the things in themselves, which are in a relationship of

---

2 See El. I. ii. 2, p. 3: “Originally all conceptions proceed from the actions of the thing itself, whereof it is the conception. Now when the action is present, the conception it produceth is called SENSE, and the thing by whose action the same is produced is called the OBJECT of sense”.


4 El. I. i. 8, p. 2.

5 El. I. i. 7, p. 2.
radical exteriority with regard to the subject that knows them: “qualities of things without us”.6

At this point, considerations of “the main deception of sense” come into play, considerations that, owing to the principal and paradigmatic nature of sensible representations, risk reflecting a negative light on “cognitive power” as a whole. The basic points developed in Chapter II of Elements are, in brief, the following: 1) Hobbes establishes a very close connection between the characteristics of the sense organs, the diversity of “concepts” and the “diverse qualities of objects”, continually stressing the fact that not the latter in themselves, rather the “qualities” are the true contents of sensible representation: “By our several organs we have several conceptions of several qualities in the objects”.7 2) It is a capital error to induce people to mistake the “image” (e.g. the “image in vision”) with “the very qualities themselves”, although, due to inveterate habit, the correct opinion appears to most people like “a great paradox”.8 3) In the negative sense, Hobbes is able to rule out two beliefs typical of common sense and of its ingenuous realism, denying that the subject to which sensible qualities are inherent is “the object or the thing” (in this case the “thing seen”) and stating that the sensorial “image” is “nothing without us really”.9 He concludes with an assertion: 4) the “conceptions” of all the senses are inherent not to the object, but to the sentient (“their inherence is not the object, but the sentient”).10

In support of these arguments, advanced in the form of theses, Hobbes brings a whole series of experiences, normal and pathological, that had become commonplace: reflections of objects visible in the water, cases of double vision, whether deriving from illness or not, the phenomenon of echoes, lesions to the eye or to the optic nerve, etc. These cases are reproposed with the one aim of persuading the reader to disassociate the sensible image from the object and instead to embrace the opposing thesis: perception is inherent not to the object but to the sentient.11

---

6 El. I, i, 8, p. 2: “This imagery and representations of the qualities of things without us is that we call our cognition, imagination, ideas, notice, conception, or knowledge of them”.

7 El. I, ii, 3, p. 3. Examples of the sight and hearing follow: “And so the rest of the senses also are conceptions of several qualities, or natures of their objects”.

8 El. I, ii, 4, p. 3. An even worse paradox (“worse than any paradox”), indeed “a plain impossibility” is that resulting from imagining, as in scholastic theory and in part as still occurred in Short Tract, the existence of “species visible and intelligible” that come and go from the object (ibid., p. 3-4).

9 El. I, ii, 4, p. 4: “That the subject wherein colour and image are inherent, is not the object or thing seen”. “That that is nothing without us really which we call an image or colour”.

10 Ibid., p. 4.

11 This thesis is repeated continually. See for example El. I, ii, 9, p. 7: “That as in conception by vision, so also in the conceptions that arise from other senses, the subject of their inherence is not the object, but the sentient”. Compare this with the clause in El. I, ii, 4, p.
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